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Office worker Julia defies the jeers of childhood bullies as she vows to become a cowboy in
Colombia while Phebe’s worst nightmare creeps up on her in the darkest corner of the jungle.
Elizabeth confronts her Cuban grandfather with the past he tried to erase, Kelly is ambushed
by bandits on a midnight bus in Mexico and Rebecca must unravel the mysterious
disappearance of a young woman in Argentina.Alone Together presents the extraordinary true
stories of thirty-six women who explored a region they were taught to fear and uncovered the
curious bond that exists between Latin America and the lone women on its roads. From
chicken buses without bathrooms to trusty bamboo bicycles, these honest, heart-wrenching
and often amusing adventures are essential reading for anyone curious about this part of the
world."A terrific book. Alone Together is extraordinarily varied and its tales are united in the
quality of the writing, which describes so effectively the kindness of strangers and the message
that “travelling alone ... is one of the greatest gifts you can give yourself.”– Hilary Bradt MBE,
editor of Roam Alone: Inspiring tales by reluctant solo travellers"Finally we have Alone
Together, a remarkable anthology written by women of many voices and experiences. Every
story ensures the reader will feel part of the adventure. Inspiring as well as powerful, this book
is a must for all travelers to the region.”– Marjorie Agosín, author of I lived on Butterfly Hill and
winner of the Gabriela Mistral Medal of Honor for Lifetime Achievement.“A terrific collection of
characterful, colourful vignettes, Alone Together ditches the gringo trail in favour of everyday
encounters from across Latin America. Often poignant, always personal, it captures what’s best
about independent travel – the excitement, the fears, the surprises and, above all, the richness
of shared humanity. A joy to read.”– Oliver Balch, author of Viva South America! A Journey
through a Restless Continent shortlisted for Book of the Year by the British Travel Press
Awards.“These poignant stories will ensure readers see Latin America through new eyes as
they challenge conventional stereotypes of women traveling alone. They will laugh and cry and
relive their own experiences. As one writer states, “we cannot choose where we are born, [but]
we can choose where we leave our hearts.” For these writers, that place is Latin America.”– Jill
Gibian, editor of Argentina: A Traveler’s Literary Companion.



Praise for Alone Together“These poignant stories will ensure readers see Latin America
through new eyes as they challenge conventional stereotypes of women traveling alone. They
will laugh and cry and relive their own experiences. As one writer states, “we cannot choose
where we are born, [but] we can choose where we leave our hearts.” For these writers, that
place is Latin America.”– Jill Gibian, editor of Argentina: A Traveler’s Literary
Companion“Whether you’re into edgy travel tales, searching for the impetus to kick-start your
own trip, or simply looking for a gripping read, Alone Together is the book for you.”– Diane
Esguerra, author of Junkie Buddha: A Journey of Discovery in Peru“Finally we have Alone
Together, a remarkable anthology written by women of many voices and experiences. Every
story ensures the reader will feel part of the adventure. Inspiring as well as powerful, this book
is a must for all travelers to the region.”– Marjorie Agosín, author of I lived on Butterfly Hill and
winner of the Gabriela Mistral Medal of Honor for Lifetime Achievement“A terrific collection of
characterful, colourful vignettes, Alone Together ditches the gringo trail in favour of everyday
encounters from across Latin America. Often poignant, always personal, it captures what’s best
about independent travel – the excitement, the fears, the surprises and, above all, the richness
of shared humanity. A joy to read.” – Oliver Balch, author of Viva South America! A Journey
through a Restless Continent, shortlisted for Book of the Year by the British Travel Press
Awards“It was fascinating to see the continent from a woman’s perspective; I suspect that while
most male travellers intellectually understand that there are differences in the challenges we
face, many of us don’t really understand. Alone Together gave me a new, more nuanced
perspective. I thoroughly enjoyed it.”– James Brooman, author of North to South: A Man, A
Bear and a Bicycle“Alone Together is the perfect narrative of what it means to discover who
you are through your journey. The final page will leave beginner and seasoned travelers with
just one question, ‘Where should I go next?’”– Jennifer Poe, author of Hola, Morocha! A Black
Woman’s Adventures in Buenos Aires: Culture Shock“It’s refreshing to read Alone Together.
These writers are so different in the way they tell their stories; how they see the world, what
they are seeking. Readers are guaranteed to find a little of their own selves amongst these
pages too.”– Tracy Ashworth, author of 60 Ways to Die in South America: A Novel about Love,
Llamas and trying not to Die“Imbued with equal parts historical research, vivid description, and
enchanting storytelling, Alone Together is smart, compelling, and wholly motivating.”– Kate
McCahill, author of Patagonian Road: A Year Alone through Latin AmericaAlone TogetherTales
of Sisterhood and Solitude in Latin AmericaEdited byKaren Attman, Victoria Kellaway and
Emma NewberyAlone Together - Tales of Sisterhood and Solitude in Latin AmericaCopyright ©
2017 by Karen Attman, Victoria Kellaway and Emma NewberyAll rights reserved. Each
contributor owns the copyright to their individual essays.No part of this publication may be
reproduced, distributed, or transmitted in any form or by any means, including photocopying,
recording, or other electronic or mechanical methods, or by any information storage and
retrieval system without the prior written permission of the publisher, except in the case of very
brief quotations embodied in critical reviews and certain other noncommercial uses permitted
by copyright law, without the prior written permission of the publisher. For permission requests,
write to the publisher at the email address below.This is an international anthology that reflects
the variances in English used around the world. The editors make no warranty of any kind
regarding the accuracy or suitability of the information in this collection, and do not guarantee
its accuracy.The opinions expressed in the essays are each author’s own and do not reflect the
views of the editors or any other persons or institutions.Published by the Bogotá International
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more about women’s travels in Latin America at: .ContentsForewordPrologueBreaking in the
Shoes of a Braver WomanElizabeth O’Donnell %Ï Is it finally time to start listening to your mother?
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Don’t ShootRonnie Lovler %Ï Keep your head down and come back with the storyHavana
RewindCourtenay Strickland %Ï If music be the food of love, play onIt Has to be NowNuria Elkout %Ï
There’s only one thing less reliable than a chicken busMissingRebecca Hoffmann %Ï Nightmares
happen on otherwise ordinary daysCould this be the Place?Julia Buschmann %Ï Childhood
dreams only pretend to go awayGunfire in the NightKelly Symonds %Ï Wake up, this is
happeningYou’re Never Too OldApril Wood %Ï Those itchy feet have a mind of their ownThe
Uninvited VisitorAllison Yates %Ï With proximity comes great responsibilityLook at my Life
NowRebecca Roach %Ï A real phoenix decides when to emergeA Rugged Kinda GalRobin
Verwest %Ï Even the best hitchhikers can accept the wrong rideEvening in the Wrong BarrioEmily
Paskevics %Ï They told her to be home by sunsetThe Painter of BluefieldsAnna Wrochna %Ï Falling
in love is the greatest art of allWitness to the CrimeJade Griffiths %Ï There's no evidence you'll be
safer at homeThe SwimCaitlin Furio %Ï Has the time come to take the plunge?The Legacy of
Berta CáceresGloria Jiménez %Ï The bravest souls refuse to be silencedGift of GrapesKate
Rawles %Ï The kindness of strangers may taste the sweetestJust Keep BreathingPhebe
Tempelaars %Ï Alone in the jungle, who is going to save you?We Hadn’t Even Said HelloPaula
Veselovschi %Ï Family means no one is forgotten or left behindA Face at the WindowAilana
Navarez %Ï If only you could forget what you weren’t meant to seeDay One Hundred and Twenty
TwoEmma Murray %Ï Some footprints make an impression the tide will never eraseThe
HangoverCharlotte Mackenzie de Urrea %Ï Beware of the flashbacks that haunt you foreverMy
PololaMegan Lawton %Ï Can a lone wanderer ever meet her match?Down the Napo
RiverStephanie A. Wolcott %Ï Listen to those who have known from the beginningMy
ShamanPriyanka Gupta %Ï The spark of modern desire in an ancient landCrossingEmily Wheeler
%Ï Six strangers, one common goalThe ClashSusan Walsh %Ï It can all come down to four familiar
punk rockersIncoherent in CopacabanaCamille Mansell %Ï Watch out for vulnerability, it lurks in
unlikely shadowsSweet TalkersNadia Ho de Guillén %ÏIs it true what they say about Latin lovers?
PointersIlona Tonnaer %ÏThose days when you just have to follow the signsChange in Your
PocketAndrea Jaramillo %Ï The smallest things can make all the differenceThe Island of Dead
DollsFayida Jailler %Ï There’s a secret behind every strange obsessionBut You’re a GirlMegan
Benay %Ï In case you hadn’t noticedAbout the EditorsAcknowledgmentsFor every woman who
has ever listened… and done it anyway.ForewordI’ve just returned from the Cheltenham
Literature Festival in England where I was speaking about the latest Bradt anthology, Roam
Alone: inspiring tales by reluctant solo travellers. As I sit down to draft this foreword, I wonder if
it’s just coincidence that we in Britain and the Bogotá International Press in Colombia decided,
in the same year, to publish an anthology to encourage more people to travel alone?I think
not.Although in Roam Alone we do have a few stories by men, they are far outnumbered by
those by women. I believe these two anthologies prove that women have made that final step
to full equality with their male counterparts by travelling any route, by any means, and for any
length of time they want. I love the comment by author Elizabeth O’Donnell in Breaking in the
Shoes of a Braver Woman, the first essay you will read in Alone Together.“I’ll let you into a
secret,” she writes, “It’s not that hard at all.”She’s right. Travelling alone isn’t that hard, once
you’ve taken the initial plunge – but the anticipation often is. We need inspiring stories like



these, stories from women who gave up good jobs, resisted the slide into self-doubt, and made
a decision that would change their lives. They would travel, not in comfortable, reassuring
Europe or the USA, but in Latin America, a region their friends and family warn them against.
I’ll let you into another secret too: the people of Latin America are the kindest, funniest, and
most hospitable people you will meet anywhere in the world.My first solo trip to the region was
journeying through Central and South America to fulfil a long-held dream of seeing Machu
Picchu, which in 1969 was not the tourist hot-spot of today. Indeed, when I did finally get there I
was the only gringa amongst the dozen or so tourists. I made the mistake of agreeing to be
accompanied through Mexico by a male American colleague. Disaster! It didn’t take long to
realise that two incompatible people with incompatible ideas of health and safety were never
going to have the journey of a lifetime. Once I shed him at the Guatemalan border, my travels
were transformed.“At twenty-one or twenty-two I couldn’t possibly have done this trip alone, but
now that I’m old [I was twenty-eight!] you’d be amazed at how easy it is,” I wrote to my sister.
“Apart from occasional loneliness, which is inevitable, the only real problem is walking about
cities alone at night, which is definitely unpleasant. But otherwise people fall over themselves
to be nice. Drinks appear like magic whenever I’m thirsty, and at bus and train stations people
always help with my luggage, find me a taxi, and usually pay the fare. And of course you get
invited to people’s homes.” That is probably the trump card solo travellers have up their
sleeves, especially women. People open their hearts and homes to lone travellers.Travelling
alone was, for me, life changing, but compiling the stories for Roam Alone and reading the
tales in Alone Together was life affirming. Editors Karen Attman, Victoria Kellaway and Emma
Newbery had the same experience. Not all of the adventures we editors are sent can be
included in our books, but of course we read them all, enjoy them all, admire the writers who
have described their journeys, and store their experiences vicariously so we can relay them to
any potential traveller who asks, “Really? On my own?”– Hilary Bradt MBE, founder
ofPrologueWhen I announced I was off to travel solo around South America back in 2013,
people were shocked. In fact, the reactions of my terrified colleagues were so shrill they could
be heard reverberating down the stairwell, out into the street, and down into the London
Underground where their words caught on like an echo… “You know you’re gonna die, right?
You know you’re gonna die, right?”Why is it that when a woman declares that she’s about to
embark on an exciting solo life adventure, so many people seem to collectively lose their
minds? You might only be spending a weekend alone in a city you’ve already visited but the
way some people react, you may as well have revealed you’re off to attempt living at the
bottom of the ocean.To women who’ve travelled before, it’s amusing. You can laugh off the over-
the-top warnings and lists of ways in which you might imminently meet your maker. You’ve
travelled before so you know it’s life-changing magic. But to those who have yet to travel, these
comments can be a little more insidious. If the people that know you and care about you think
it’s a bad idea, perhaps it is? Maybe you really shouldn’t book that ticket.We can’t have that.We
women spend a good portion of our lives listening to ideas about what we should be doing.
About how strong we are, what we can ‘manage,’ what we should have, and want, and need.
It’s pretty nuts really that still today, when women have spent centuries venturing into
unchartered territory, curing disease, and circumnavigating the globe in boats, on bikes and on
foot, that people still think they have the right to tell us the same thing they always have – that
we’d be better off staying at home.The tales you’ll read in Alone Together are from women
who’ve refused to listen to this. Women who’ve overcome their own fears and decided to listen
to that inner voice – the one that says, ‘Pack those bags mate, you’ve got a whole world to
see.’Travelling alone is a wonderful thing. If I close my eyes, put my hair dryer on its gentle



setting and aim it at my face, it’s almost like I’m there. Travelling. Learning about the world and
myself. Taking the time to discover what makes me tick and what I’m made of. Meeting dozens
of women doing exactly the same thing. Women refusing to be put off by nerves or by what
other people think of them. This is what makes me smile the most about this book – the
overwhelming desire these women have to see more, to do more, and to be more. This is a
powerful glimpse at what you can learn about yourself when you take time away from ‘normal
life’ and decide to pay attention.Alone Together is a refreshingly realistic look at what happens
when you travel solo. There are no fairy tales here. These are accounts of real women,
exploring the real world. The writers share their giddy highs, their successes, the moments that
taught them what they’re made of or that set them on the right path. They bravely share their
reasons for breaking free, the mistakes they made, the dangers they faced, and the places
they ventured to that scared them. These women are bright, determined and fully aware of the
risks – they just happen to know they’re capable of handling them. You are too. Alone Together
lets you in on a solo female traveller secret – it’s perfectly normal to be nervous, stubborn and
even a little suspicious… as long as you don’t let it stop you from living.We tend to read books
because we seek knowledge, inspiration or empowerment. This book provides all three. It’s for
those who’ve travelled alone before and who can’t wait to do it again. For those who are
currently in the process. For those who’ve travelled with friends and can’t help wondering what
it might be like to set off alone. But most importantly, Alone Together provides knowledge,
inspiration and empowerment for those of you teetering on the edge of taking the plunge.
Peering towards the horizon. Wondering what might happen if you just packed it all in, laced up
your shoes, and walked towards it.What you’re about to read will persuade you to do exactly
that. – Amy Baker, Author ofBreaking in the Shoes of a Braver WomanElizabeth O’DonnellIn
the space of a year I was unjustly fired, my long-term boyfriend dumped me and moved out,
my housemates followed and my subsequent self-destructive behaviour didn’t inspire much
loyalty in my remaining friends. I writhed in self-pity for far too long before I realised the
freedom that came with losing everything: there was nothing holding me back.I had settled for
a safe, comfortable lifestyle and the rug had been ripped from under my feet. My self-
confidence was shattered and the dream of backpacking Latin America felt like it belonged to
someone much bolder and more capable than me. I told myself I should work on my mental
health first and build up my confidence. I was waiting until I felt ready but delaying only made
things worse.It was on a day spent entirely in bed, too anxious to leave the house and too
upset to contact anyone for help, that I realised I needed to do something drastic or that
readiness might never come. If I already felt this terrible, this frightened, inside my wilted
comfort zone, then what did I really have to lose?I booked a flight to Mexico, bought a
backpack, got five vaccinations and transferred the money I’d been half-heartedly saving for a
house deposit onto a travel card, all whilst fighting the urge to vomit. I had never travelled alone
before nor been to a developing country, and I didn’t speak a word of Spanish.Everyone I told
immediately blurted out their most chilling horror story: gangs, guns, thieves, abductions,
murder, rape, sex-trafficking, malaria and deadly parasites. My boss at the time actually
grabbed me and prayed aloud to Jesus for my protection and the wisdom to make the right
choices. I got so sick of people tearing up as they looked at me as if it would be the last time
they’d ever see me, that I stopped telling people at all. I even deactivated my Facebook when
an article popped up about a backpacker who died taking a selfie at Machu Picchu.The flight
itself was a living nightmare of squirming anxiety and terror: what have I done? This is the
worst mistake of my entire life. I’m going to die alone in Mexico. I walked from the arrivals gate
as if I were heading towards a firing squad, and stepped shakily into a taxi.I flinched as I heard



footsteps and shouts heading towards me, “Tu libro, tu libro!” It was the smiling immigration
officer handing me the book I’d forgotten and left on her desk. For a moment I hoped she’d
noticed my total incompetence and was here to drag me by the ear onto the first plane back to
Australia. But she only waved with a cheerful “Bienvenida!” and slammed the door of the taxi,
which closed like a casket.The taxi sped out of the airport before I could buckle my seatbelt,
and as I turned to look out the window I felt the weight of the world slip away. I was here. It was
happening. Adrenaline flooded my heart and I felt a kind of ecstasy I had never felt before, but
would come to know well over the next year.Mexico City was a contrast of ramshackle
structures against stylish town houses, tangles of trees, colourful bunting and striking street art.
The balmy air drifted through the open window. It brought the scent of copal resin and Palo
Santo incense, along with the aroma of sizzling street food. I saw a man walking a dozen dogs
at once, school children stuffing taquitos into their mouths, and a rickshaw stacked high with
coconuts threatening to tumble off. Vendors stood in traffic poking newspapers and bottles of
water at drivers, or simply juggling swords and flames. My driver dropped a coin into the palm
of one such street entertainer before fiddling with the scratchy radio. Inexplicably, Men At
Work’s “Down Under” blasted from the speakers and I was beside myself laughing.In those first
few weeks I sought out seasoned solo female travellers with wide-eyed wonder. They seemed
to emit an aura of confidence, a self-assured glow without a shred of ego. More importantly,
they held the informed and honest answers I was seeking. Only women who have been to the
places you are headed can offer you advice on travelling there as a woman. This sounds
obvious but it’s important that you actively ignore the fear-mongering of others, especially
those with outdated guidebooks. There was no sense of competition or hyperbole among these
women. We were all on the same team and determined to help each other grow and feel
safe.Encouraged and emboldened by this new truth, I went on to achieve more than I could
ever have dreamed. In Guatemala I hiked four thousand metres above sea level to the summit
of Acatenango and cried tears of disbelief watching a neighbouring volcano erupt in the setting
sun. I swam with turtles and whale sharks in Mexico and playful eagle ray fish in Belize. I
scaled an underground waterfall with a slippery rope, the only light cast by the candlestick
lodged between my teeth. I went night diving in Honduras under the cloak of the new moon
and witnessed the stunning phenomenon of bioluminescence – it was as though I was
swimming in a sky full of stars.I slept in a hammock on the island of Ometepe in the centre of
Lake Nicaragua, listening to the roar of the jungle at night. I hopped through the San Blas
Islands of Panama and crossed the border into Colombia, sliding out of the boat and wading
over to the immigration office in a fit of laughter. I jumped into moving buses through the rear
door, hitchhiked to breathtaking waterfalls in Costa Rica and rode on the back of a dirt bike up
into the hills of Colombia’s Sierra Nevada. I swung from ropes, leapt from cliffs, and dove
through underground caves. I felt the two hands of fear and doubt snake their way around my
ankles and yank me backwards over and over until eventually, I shook them for good.As fun as
it is to encourage the myth that what I did was wildly exotic and dangerous, I’ll let you in on a
secret: it’s not that hard at all. I have been overwhelmed by the kindness of strangers, the
mutual trust of travellers, and the generosity of the poor. Latin America is enjoying a flourishing
tourism industry that’s developing fast, and they have everything laid out ready for you. Locals
knew where I was going before I did, and would point me in the right direction without my ever
having to ask. Hostels organise social activities, cheap and cheerful communal meals, day
trips, tours and onward transport in seconds – you don’t even have to leave your
hammock.There are so many other solo travellers to team up with that unless you put in a
conscientious effort, you won’t end up getting much time to yourself. There are nifty new apps,



free Wi-Fi nearly everywhere, and book exchanges overflowing with guidebooks that have
handwritten tips in the margins – it’s almost too easy. That’s not to say you don’t need to
exercise caution, but no more so than you have your whole life as a woman in this world. Arm
yourself with knowledge, be alert, be conscious but above all, do not fear.It was bizarre when
people started to compliment me on my courage, and other girls started to look at me the way I
had looked at women I admired. My family boasted and told me how proud they were, which
wasn’t something I was used to. For a while it made me feel uncomfortable and confused –
was I a fraud? I always thought confidence was something you’re born with, or that it suddenly
kicks in like puberty and that I was simply a late bloomer.I’ve come to learn that confidence is
something you have to discover within yourself. I didn’t feel capable of doing any of the things
I’ve done this year, but I surprised myself by doing them anyway. The nerve to have a go
doesn’t come from confidence exactly, it’s something closer to recklessness, desperation,
curiosity or desire. I’m talking about the moment of accomplishment, the intoxicating sensation
of relief when you realise you were wrong about yourself. It’s a renewed hope deep down that
maybe you can do anything after all. From here, confidence spreads like a virus through your
whole being, it’s contagious, and anyone is capable of catching it.My mother, a strong figure in
my life, is an over-thinker like me, and I pushed her anxiety to the limits with this trip. Before I
left, I tried to conceal my trepidation from her in a failed attempt to give her some peace of
mind. Whether intentional or not, one thing she said gave me all I really needed.She was
driving me to an outdoor supplies store and I was cracking jokes about needing waterproof
boots to kick piranhas away in the Ebook Tops.Looking sideways at me, her voice dropped to a
serious tone. “Aren’t you scared?”I felt the knot in my stomach shift and force its way up my
throat like a fist. My eyes welled up with tears, and I tried to swallow them, but the truth came
out.“Of course I am. I’m terrified.”She was thrown off by my sincerity but she clicked her tongue
valiantly and retorted, “Oh for God’s sake, if you don’t like it you can just come back.”And with
that one line she had set me free. It was okay if I failed! Once you accept this, things get a little
easier. Love is fleeting, friendships deteriorate, objects break, jobs and houses can be lost, but
nobody can take your experiences away from you. No relationship in your life is more important
than the one you have with yourself. Don’t live vicariously. If you’ve ever thought about doing
something like this, do it.And don’t you dare let being a woman hold you back.Elizabeth
O’DonnellElizabeth is a twenty-six year-old writer from Perth, Western Australia. She enjoys a
vegan lifestyle and is a passionate environmentalist and feminist. Her love of literature has
given her a wild imagination and a voracious sense of adventure. Elizabeth travelled from
Mexico through Central and South America in 2016 and is currently at home enjoying time with
her family. She hopes to see more of Europe, Africa, and the Middle East in the next few years.
This is the first time she has shared her writing with the world but, as Anaïs Nin wrote, “The
day came when the risk to remain tight in a bud was more painful than the risk it took to
blossom.” Follow Elizabeth at .A Sticky RevelationTeresa BruceOn the page, I won’t try to fake
it. I’m nervous traveling to Honduras on a business trip as a woman alone. My mind keeps
replaying a story I heard about criminals who stole the rings off a woman’s finger as she
walked her dog and then shot the dog just because.In person, for the sake of professionalism, I
muster all the buck-up pluck I imagine more fearless travelers display.After all, I have been to
this country before: as a seven-year-old stowaway in my father’s hot, homemade camper. I
loved traveling through Latin America then and when a power outage zaps the air-conditioning
of San Pedro Sula’s Intercontinental Hotel, it is just a sweaty slide back in time. I was too young
to understand the turmoil stirring just under the surface of this and almost every Central
American country in the 1970s. By the time my family reached Honduras, the sight of men with



machine guns slouched under banana trees was as normal as the barefoot kids who brought
us bread when we camped for the night.So it feels natural, in a way, to have an armed driver
deliver me from location to location in modern-day Honduras, dodging crater-sized potholes on
the long drive up a mountain to Lake Yojoa. I will be bringing a crew here to film one of the
country’s first aquaculture operations: tilapia cordoned off from the rest of a fresh-water lake
nestled in a depression formed by volcanoes. The farther away from the city we drive, the more
I let go of my fears. The atmosphere is exotic and ethereal and catapults memories of Central
America from the faded images of my childhood into a vivid immediacy.My client ties up our
canoe at an elaborate floating dock where I snap photographs of workers dumping sacks of
pelleted fish food into the netted underwater enclosures. In a whirling instant, the surface is
transformed from placid to frothing with hungry fish, and I realize that the money shot will be
underwater. But from the surface of Lake Yojoa it is impossible to tell whether it will be feasible
to shoot without underwater lights.There is only one way to find out: taking a look for myself.
Somewhere buried in my backpack is a disposable, waterproof camera—a low-tech backup
just in case I need to take location pictures in a downpour. I’m wearing a bathing suit under my
clothes and strip down to it while my client turns his back.I’m about to take the plunge when
one of the workers shouts out a warning. He points to the watch I’ve forgotten to take off my
wrist. I gulp. It was the first present my husband Gary ever gave me and I’m about to ruin it. I’m
shoving it into the change pocket of my jeans, wadded up on the dock, when I realize it’s
probably just as stupid to jump in with my wedding ring. It’s the first time I’ve taken it off and I
have never felt more naked as I do diving headfirst into thousands of slippery tilapia.The
bulging, glassy eyes of the fish seem to magnify underwater, especially when a woman with a
camera plunges into their midst. I am kicking my way through walls of tilapia, my bare skin
bumping against fluttering fins, gaping fish lips, and solid flanks of glittering scales. I raise the
camera upwards, shooting into streams of sunlight.Back at the surface I’m still gasping as my
client hands me an empty burlap feed bag and points to my soaking wet hair.“Oh that’s okay,” I
tell him, too exhilarated even to shiver. “It’ll just dry off on the boat ride back.”He bites his lip.
“Um, actually it’s not that. You just might want to clean off a bit. It’ll be harder to get it out when
it dries.”I run my ringless hand through my hair and discover that it is smothered in tilapia poop,
clumps and strings of it clinging to every strand of hair. The burlap sack simply grinds it deeper
into my scalp. I reach for my shirt and wipe my face. Yup, I’m coated in a fine layer of fish
excrement. Time to get back to a hot shower as quickly as possible.I’m in such a hurry that I
yank my jeans up over still-wet, sticky thighs. I don’t even hear the splash. In my peripheral
vision I spot a swarm of tilapia following my shiny silver watch as it sinks to the depths of Lake
Yojoa. I would bawl, but then the fish shit would stream into my mouth. My heart stops as I
remember the second piece of jewelry I shoved into my jeans for safekeeping: my wedding
ring.I’m scared to poke my fingers where the watch once was. I feel the metal rivet of the
change pocket first, too studded and small. This can’t be happening. I should never have come
here alone. I dig around, my fingers clumsy and numb from the cold water. But finally I feel it,
the thinnest ridge of everything-is-going-to-be-okay poking into my hip. I hold it there, pressed
against my flesh, until my breathing returns to normal. I slide it onto the ring finger of my
shaking left hand and clasp my fist against ever losing it again.Someday a chef is going to slice
open a fillet of Honduran tilapia and discover an undigested Kenneth Cole watch. It may still
tick, counting down the seconds and minutes of an overscheduled, stressed-out woman’s life. I
don’t really have time for epiphanies but one seems to have caught up with me.I have let the
outside world color the trust that I normally have in my decisions and myself. I am rushing
through what should be the best year of my life, cramming the hours of every day with ambition



and obligation. But it is my watch at the bottom of Lake Yojoa and not my wedding ring. If that
isn’t a sign to slow down and reboot my priorities, then I don’t know what is.I call Gary the
minute I get back to the hotel, hair still crusty with fish poop but too desperate to hear his voice
to shower first.“You’ll never guess what happened,” he says, before I get a word in. “My dad
saw a 1968 Avion camper in the Milwaukee classifieds. He says it’s in pretty good shape and
the guy only wants US$1,200 for it.”Without hesitation, I tell him to start looking for a truck big
enough to handle it. After all, we’ll need something dependable on the Pan-American Highway.
Because as soon as this film is over we are going to find the camper of my childhood.Teresa
BruceTeresa is a communications strategist, screenwriter, and TEDx speaker. Her essay is
adapted from her 2017 travel memoir The Drive: Searching for Lost Memories on the Pan-
American Highway, which she also narrated for Audible. Her PBS documentary God’s Gonna
Trouble the Water won a CINE Golden Eagle, and her first memoir, The Other Mother: a
Rememoir, won an Independent Book Publishers Association Benjamin Franklin Gold Medal.
She lives between Washington DC, and Beaufort, South Carolina, USA, and blogs daily
at .Home is a Loaded WordElizabeth Holli Wood“Look,” my grandfather says, removing the
orange baseball cap I had bought him. He points to a seam that has already come loose at the
back and made a hole near the strap. “China,” he laughs, in his harsh staccato way. My
grandfather’s laugh is ancient, I think. It’s the way I imagine a Velociraptor’s grandfather would
have laughed.“The woman I married, she went back,” he snorts in his loud Cuban Spanish and
his accent clips the ‘s’ sounds away as if with a machete. At this point I realize he has
remembered I am Elizabeth – he is wearing the hat in honor of my visit, after all – but he has
forgotten for now that this means I’m his granddaughter. I suddenly feel ashamed that my living
in New York City is starting to take its toll. Still, it’s hard to feel too bad about refusing to orient
my life around a ninety-four year-old man who, if I am honest, is being a little ungrateful about
my gift.My grandfather swore he would never return to Cuba and he actively encouraged his
children to feel the same way. Every time the country was mentioned to my brothers, my
cousins and I, it was in a way that suggested we couldn’t visit Cuba because it was no longer a
real place, it was a memory locked in the past. I feared that if I ever visited I would create a
parallel reality that was out of step with our simultaneous existence in the United States.But
then international policy, in its infinite wisdom, made a whole country reappear. When the travel
restrictions to Cuba were finally loosened, a missing piece reappeared on my mental map. I
realized that what had been a forgotten country for many had felt like a forbidden country to
me, and the reasons for that now seemed faraway. Within weeks, I had a ticket south. When I
entered Fort Lauderdale airport holding my legal visa to a country that had been more legend
than landmass for my entire life, I felt like I had discovered that Narnia was accessible, if you
only knew a guy.My grandfather’s English is non-existent and my Spanish is a coward. We’re
sitting in his home in Florida and I’m attempting to share the pictures from my solo trip across
Cuba, from Havana to Camagüey, and back. My vocabulary is labored and I rely on aggressive
gestures towards the photos I have taken. I fast forward through the scenes shot from the
window of a Cuban bus and the images of banana leaves and the palm trees framed by the
sun. My grandfather refuses to focus on the photos I have taken of would-be passengers on
the side of the road, waving cash in their outstretched hands as they clamor for a ride.I’m
surprised he doesn’t recognize the houses and the buildings in Camagüey, because I know
they were there when he left. He’s not interested in the pictures of his family either, even
though I’m desperate to prove to him that they took me in with open arms, that they put me up
and fed me tamales. One of them, my great-aunt Lourdes, even greeted me with a great slap
on my backside and declared that it was obvious we were family because our hips do not



lie.The excitement I feel over my stories is lost on him. Even my mother looks visibly bored with
her role as translator, filling in the gaps whenever my Spanglish gets too much. I want to say to
them both, “I’m so sorry I’m boring you with pictures of your homeland,” but I doubt my
sarcasm will translate and I know my lousy vocabulary is probably a blessing. ‘Homeland’ is a
loaded term for someone who has spent more than fifty years on the right or wrong side of a
revolution, depending who you ask.The next photo I show is the one I took of my great-aunt
and her daughter in the peach-tiled home they share. The doors and windows are open so the
light December crosswind can break up the heat. It’s not clear in the picture, but I remember
that the blue, synthetic lace curtains were dancing in the breeze. My mother scoffs as she
spots my cousin sitting on a vinyl lawn chair in the living room, her sandaled toe brushed
against the dusty floor.“She’s a doctor. They’re all doctors there,” she says. “Can you imagine
being a doctor and living like that?” I choose not to highlight the irony of expecting our doctors
in the U.S. to demand shining and pristine floors at all times, and the fact most of those floors
are cleaned by women who look like Cuban doctors.Going to Cuba was not the first time I had
defied my grandfather, but it was definitely the best. It was the first time I experienced how it felt
to be in a world where families that look like my own are the norm. Before Cuba, I’d never
stayed in a casa particular either, hosted by strangers who kissed my cheeks in homes filled
with children who would have given me the lollipops out of their mouths if I had wanted them.
I’d never seen students in school uniforms sing songs about chickens that cry “Pio! Pio! Pio!”
when they’re hungry.Now I’m hiding the Che Guevara hats I purchased for my friends at the
bottom of my duffel bag and attempting to explain to my grandfather why it had been so
important for me to go and see this world for myself, by myself, but with family – including him
– on my mind at every step. It’s unfortunate that the only way I can tell him this is with my
mangled Spanish. After the odd misstep, he indignantly confirms that he had never been with
me, not at all, that I was mistaken and he would never go back. I’ve clearly agitated him and it’s
even harder to keep up with what he is shouting. My mom tells me he is yelling about a
program on television he wants to see in his room, but if we go out for food later we should
bring him something back.I stop my grandfather before he disappears into the world of scantily
clad señoritas bouncing around on his television screen. I want to tell him about the people I
met when I traveled in his first country. I want him to be grateful that they kept me safe.I hope
he might want to know that it was my driver, Ángel, who negotiated my bus ticket to Camagüey
by bribing the lady at the ticket counter for me. I want him to laugh at the thought that Ángel
and I sat together in the parking lot, chain-smoking cigarettes and eating Twizzlers, until five
o’clock in the morning when the bus finally arrived.I hope my grandfather might want to hear
about César, the man I met on the bus who put his hands on my shoulders and warned me
that the current U.S. president reminds him too much of the leaders in Cuba’s past, and that we
all know “how that turned out.” Perhaps he would be impressed that César and I exchanged
email addresses and that we plan to write to one another. Perhaps he would think me a woman
of the world.Maybe he would want to know that my cousin Daisy, that “tall drink of water” as
Cubans like to call her, a woman who proves Cubans can be born with long legs too, took me
dancing and made me a tasty flan. Maybe he would be amused that my second cousin’s new
wife, Tonia, took me from office to office to visit my family as they worked, and not once did any
of their bosses throw us a sharp look or clear their throat conspicuously to force them back to
work.Maybe he would also like to know that while, yes, his great-grandnephew Oreidis is a
devoted patriot, he is also a talented journalist who draws comics, speaks three languages,
and cares for his elderly family members in the home where my grandmother grew up. That’s
the same home from which my grandfather plucked my grandmother to marry her – three



children, six-plus decades and a country-shaped life change ago.Instead, I tell my grandfather
about the police officer who gave Ángel such a stern look he turned his thumping music down
to a whisper. I tell him about the civilian on the bicycle who questioned me, aggressively, as to
whether I had been drinking during Fidel Castro’s official mourning period. I know I am
pandering to his conceptions of modern Cuba, but it works. He and my mom share a knowing
laugh, and that means I’m allowed his company for a few minutes more.My grandfather slips
into another high-decibel story about the time he witnessed the burning of the sugar crops.
Most of it goes over my head and my mom has heard it a thousand times. She shrugs and
asks what I would like for dinner.I manage to show my grandfather one last picture from my
final day in Havana, a photograph I had taken after a thundering downpour. In the photo, an
orange cat grips a gray kitten by its gruff. Against the backdrop of chain-link fences and pastel
walls smothered in graffiti, I had watched and followed the mother cat as she dragged her
kitten five exhausting blocks.Both cats stare ahead in my photo, neither appears to question
their situation as they move from one dusty clay gutter to the next. My grandfather looks at the
cats, laughs his eternal laugh, and leaves.Elizabeth Holli WoodElizabeth is a writer and creator
of the podcast The Future is Gross. She explores how access to technology and the ethics of
product innovation shape culture in unlikely and sometimes creepy ways. She believes in the
power of people, not profits, to advance society and make lives better. Elizabeth currently lives
in New York City, USA, but has aspirations to live on every continent. As the proud daughter of
a Cuban-born mother and a father with British-Honduran heritage, she looks forward to many
more visits to Latin America, alone or otherwise. Tweet Elizabeth at .At the Mercy of MenSissi
KorhonenI started my journey across Latin America in Ushuaia, Argentina, and I have been
solo cycling slowly, yet steadily, through heaven and hell ever since. In the past two years I’ve
crossed the isolated valleys of Patagonia, the palm-dotted coastal villages of Uruguay, the
Alpine-like communities of Southern Brazil, the infamous drug-trafficking regions of Colombia
and Paraguay, the harsh Bolivian highlands, the cold Peruvian mountains and the humid
Ecuadorian rainforests.Although I’ve had a good look at this continent’s biodiversity, I’ve been
most struck by the diversity of its peoples, the influence of Europe mixed with ancient
indigenous traditions, the connection between nature and modernity, old and new, rich and
poor, men and women. These are contrasts that continue to take me by surprise.Nothing has
left me more in awe than the hospitality shown by Latin Americans. “Mi casa es tu casa” (my
home is your home) is not an urban legend or a cliché that lacks significance for local people.
It’s reality. A guest is treated like a member of the family, if not better. A thirsty long-distance
cyclist is offered beverages and a hungry traveler is offered food, most often by the non-
wealthy who are used to sharing what little they own.I haven’t had many desperate moments
but there was one day, right at the beginning of my trip, when I really felt like going home. I was
cycling across the Argentinian pampa after two months of lovely experiences. What does a
Finn do at a time like that? A Finn thinks, “Wow! Things are going just a little too well. When is
something sketchy going to happen?” Two minutes later I realized a small bag with my ID, my
credit card, and some money had fallen off at a crossing where I had stopped for a toilet break,
some fifty kilometers earlier.There was a farm nearby, so I asked the owners if I could leave my
bicycle with them while I hitchhiked back to the crossing. “Of course,” they said. I went back,
found my bag and thought, “Wow! What amazing luck,” and I started cycling again.Thirty
kilometers later, a truck passed by very close to me. I moved out of the way and fell into a ditch.
I was bleeding when I emerged, there were scratches on my knees and elbows and the
handlebars of my bike looked a bit weird. No biggie. I cleaned myself up, fixed my bike and
thought, “Wow! That could’ve been so much worse.”I cycled another thirty kilometers. My



destination of the day now lay just ten kilometers away. Hungry and tired, having pedaled for
one hundred and thirty-five kilometers, I began to crave salted peanuts. Dreaming of them, I
cycled a little further and then I saw a sealed bag of caramelized nuts on the side of the road.
Would you think that was a gift from above and stop? I did. I picked up the bag and continued…
well, I tried to continue. My gears wouldn’t switch. I tried again. Nothing. Too tired to think, I
tried again (what idiot does that?) and then I watched as my entire rear derailleur twitched and
fell off.There were plenty of cars passing so I decided to try to hitchhike with my bicycle to the
next town. No-one picked me up. I was totally ignored. Suddenly, a pickup truck pulled over and
three heavily tattooed men got out and began to walk towards me (Cool. My mother’s worst
nightmare). The men decided to help me with the power of thought and watched as I tried to
convert my bicycle into a single-speed. I’d never done that before, nor had I seen it done. But
I’d heard it was possible so I measured the chain, cut it and used my chain link to put
everything back into place. Or that’s what I thought. I got back on my bike with a feeling of
immense pride and watched as the men drove away.I stamped my pedal once and the chains
jammed completely.What did I think this time? “Oh, shit.”I had no choice but to try to hitch-bike
again. I stuck my thumb out by the side of the road and caught the attention of two Harley-
Davidson guys on their motorcycles (my mother’s nightmare continues). They asked if my
bicycle, its four panniers, and I wanted to get on one of their bikes. Not really. That didn’t seem
too safe to me. We thought about it and came up with a better solution that involved one of
their motorbikes, my bicycle and a rope. Yes, I was towed ten kilometers by a Harley-Davidson.
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Emily C. Maher, “A Book for Every Woman Who Wants More Out of Life. If you’re a woman
longing for something greater from life, this collection of stories and essays is filled with
courage, inspiration and camaraderie. The thing is, this book isn’t just about women traveling
alone in Latin America, it’s about testing boundaries that everyone warns us not to cross.We’ve
all had loved ones foment our fears, like the voices in Elizabeth O’Donnell’s, “Breaking in the
Shoes of a Braver Woman,” but we find as we read on that nothing is as frightening or
impossible as it seems from the outside. Stories like “Down the Napo River,” and “Day One
Hundred and Twenty-Two” lift a curtain and reveal the glimmering mysteries to be discovered
on a solo journey. First-hand accounts such “Journalist: Don’t Shoot” and “Gunfire at Night”
confront harsh realities and demonstrate how to stand strong in the face of danger, while
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“Witness to a Crime” provides in depth social reflection. Each tale has its own significant brand
of wisdom learned through experience, and the collection is brought to a poetic close by
Megan Bennay who reminds us all why traveling alone is the greatest gift you can give
yourself.After 8 years living in Colombia and raising my family here, the adventures shared by
these incredible women remind me to step outside my comfort zone and embrace the
possibilities that are waiting beyond the mountainous horizon of my home in Bogotá. I am
profoundly grateful for the these women who speak up and share their vision of this gorgeous
continent.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “A must purchase for the adventuresome solo female traveler.. Love this
book! A must for all women considering traveling alone in Latin America or anywhere. Very
reassuring that we women can do anything! My niece is also one of the writers in this book.
Look for Caitlin Furio's story, as she's one amazing young woman. I bought three, one for me
and two for gifts. I bought this because of Caitlin, but have enjoyed every story short story I've
read thus far.”

Suzanne, “Inspiring stories. I enjoyed the variety of travel stories of women who found that solo
traveling led them to deeper understanding of the culture in which they found them and, more
importantly, an expanded self understanding.”

Beatriz, “Amazing book.. I enjoyed reading this book so much, I recommend it if you love to
travel, you will learn a lot about travel solo as a women.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. Excellent collection of writings...inspiring and heart-felt.”

Donna N., “Five Stars. I loved the book.what a bunch of fascinating story’s .”

Avid Reader, “Great stories!. Loved it! Great stories and well written. I like that they all dispel
old beliefs about South America: the danger, the drugs, the kidnappings, etc. South America is
an amazing place to visit and live as man or woman, and alone or with a companion.”

CosmicFairy, “Alone Together... Thoroughly enjoyed these individual accounts of sole Women
travellers to Latin America. Funny, down-to-earth and inspiring. Helped to dispel the fears that
are often propagated in the media about our perception of this part of the world and the people
in it. I loved that it conveys a certain amount of trust that, people are basically decent if you just
'open yourself' to experience that.... but dont lose your basic common-sense. A balanced
choice of experiences some were so funny and heart warming.  Buy this, read and be inspired.”

C. Doherty, “Fascinating tales that will inspire all kinds of traveler. This is a really special
collection that reminds us of the thrills and challenges of getting out of one’s comfort zone. At
times light-hearted, at other times it makes uncomfortable reading as it doesn’t whitewash the
reality of going it alone in this complex continent. But the rewards of the effort are clear in the
passion with which these women write about Latin America.”

Andy R, “Great read by inspiring women. I was recomended this book and it has been a joy to
dip in and out. These short stories are inspiring and full of humour with a dash of trepidation,
and risk! (Robin Verwest particularly). The women who have written their true tales have done
so with searing honesty. The descriptions of the places they have visited are full of life and



colour. I have imense admiration for these women who have the drive to set out alone visiting
these amazing places and to share their lives in this book.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. Mint condition, lovely book, can't wait to read it. Thank you.”

Karen M., “Funny and inspiring. Could I do that?. Exciting and often hair-raising experiences,
shared by contemporary female explorers. Easy to read and compelling. 5* for insight into real-
life travel”

The book by Karen Attman has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 19 people have provided feedback.
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